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as we went through the process of designing and building this new version of the ux, we gathered
more data. this time, we were able to analyze how grammarly premium users who hadnt yet seen

the new design were responding to grammarlys suggestions. while we hoped that these users would
have a good experience with the new interface, the reality was that we werent getting the numbers
that we hoped for. while grammarly couldnt just make two suggestions in one go, it was becoming
clear that we needed to keep the suggestions separate. this is why the new ux wasnt working as
expected. users werent making enough clicks to accept grammarlys suggestions, and grammarly
couldnt make enough suggestions to give everyone a chance to make a decision. the solution was
simple. grammarly needed to stop making suggestions for some users. while we wouldnt want to

make any changes to grammarly without collecting the proper data, we decided to give grammarly
users the ability to choose if they wanted to have grammarly suggest an edit to grammar,

punctuation, or style. the change was made to the checkmark, the x, and the circle to suggest an
edit. when you see grammarly suggestions that you wish to accept, you simply click on the

checkmark or the x to accept them, as you would with an email. if you click on the circle, however,
youll be offered the choice to decline the suggestions that you do not wish to accept. once again, we
didnt want to make any changes to grammarly without collecting the proper data. to ensure that the

change wasnt making a negative impact on our premium users, we decided to go back to the
original button and test the new ux. if we could see that grammarly users were still spending too

much time accepting the suggestions and making more clicks than necessary, we would roll back the
change.

How To Undo On Grammarly

the grammarly team would like to
thank those who have given us
feedback, provided suggestions,
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and supported us as we build this
feature. if you have any questions
about grammarly, please contact
us at contact@grammarly.com. if

you would like to work on
grammarly, please join us on

joingrammarly. we look forward
to hearing from you. what the

grammarly team had to do was
explain why the magic button was
there in the first place. we had to
talk about why it wasnt the right

tool for our users. we had to
describe what it would mean to
undo the grouped suggestions.
and we had to come up with a
different design that was more
intuitive. we spent a lot of time
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developing a list of problem
statements for each of our key

user groups. we created a
storyboard that looked at the

problems from a user experience
perspective. after that, we built
out different prototypes to see
what kind of changes would be

needed to make the magic button
work for them. from there, we

went back to the mvp and used a
focus group. with that, we were
able to make the magic button

work the way our users expect it
to. not only that, but we were

able to quickly test and iterate on
the new design. we are confident
that the magic button will be a
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welcome addition to the
grammarly editor. a. the undo

button is like the undo button in a
word processor. you can undo
what youve done. youll still be
able to see all of the suggested
edits. you can just click on the

back arrow to get to the previous
changes. a. you can undo a

suggestion in a few seconds.
grammarly always starts at the
top, so you can undo a change

that was made more than 5
minutes ago, and it will only take
a couple seconds. but it will take
longer if you go back to earlier

suggestions. 5ec8ef588b
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